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Conceptual framework 



So …why do we 
need HTA?

source://www.nice.org.uk/about/what-we-do/patient-access-schemes-liaison-unit/list-of-technologies-with-approved-patient-access-schemes



HTA is a research-based, practice-oriented assessments of 

relevant available knowledge on ALL implications of 

development, diffusion, and use of health technology.
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Ensure evidence based decision making

Tailor HTA process to local settings

Adopt pragmatic approach



History of the implementation of HTA in Poland

https://www.cambridge.org/core/journals/international-journal-of-technology-assessment-in-health-care/article/decade-of-health-technology-assessment-in-

poland/3274C7B577DAE6C88ABEF62AFECEA728



Source: https://ki.se/en/imm/immunomodulation-and-multiple-sclerosis-epidemiology-study-imse



Tailor HTA to country specific P&R settings

Globalization

Heterogeneity of local settings

vs



Tailor HTA to country specific P&R settings

Parameters Location dependent Independent of location

Resource use

Unit costs

Baseline events

Treatment effect

Utilities

X

X

X

X

X

Degree of country specificity



Tailor HTA to country specific P&R settings
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Source: Dusankova B. Cost of multiple sclerosis in the Czech  Republic : the COMS study Mult Scler. 2012 May;18(5):662-8. Kapiainen 

et al., in 2011  

Hungarian NHIFA

Heterogeneity of  disease risk factors

Variation in treatment unit costs

psychiatry care 

(per visit)

neurology care 

(per visit)

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/21965424


Incorporate non-economic criteria in HTA 

process  



In 2016, while the bottom half of the global 
population collectively owned less than one percent 
of total wealth, the wealthiest top 10 percent owned 

89 percent of all global assets 

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC5775138/

https://www.equalitytrust.org.uk/mental-health

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC5775138/


HTA in local settings
The impact of the implementation of MCDA into P&R process regarding orphan 
drugs in Poland (review of 27 cases).

Negative HTA vs positive MCDA outcome
While insufficient clinical evidence was raised as a key reason for negative HTA 
recommendation, it was indication uniqness, disease severity and rarity which 
mostly contributed to the positive MCDA 

Positive HTA vs negative MCDA outcome
the lowest number of points in the MCDA appraisal was given to  criteria of 
availability of alternative treatment options, complexity of manufacturing 
technology, disease rarity and advancement of technology

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4787054/



HTA in local 

settings

3x GDP 

per capita



Transparency of HTA 
process in Poland
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Ensure evidence based decision making

Go beyond pricing consideration

Tailor HTA process to local settings

Consider intangible consequences

Adopt pragmatic approach

Find a balance between transparency & confidentiality


